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you can quite easily create sockets in the hero editor. For example, you can create a socket between tables in memory and in the
memory of a real computer. Permanent When creating objects, we create their persistent properties. For example:
"VideoSection.Header" - the values â€‹â€‹of this property affect the appearance of the window with video samples. "Headers" -
increases or decreases the font of the window title with channels and channel numbers, as well as inscriptions located on the window
scroll bar. *** Definitions come from close on Navigate by Reservation The main property that reserves a thread at the model level,
which includes all operations with this thread: interruption, return, and transition to the zero state. Assumes that the elements of the
stream will be "blocked" on a function call and will be activated only when it is called. Process - a cycle in which each element occurs
in the same order. Line Adjacent will be obtained when the one following it contains at least one element. The next element will be
found when the last of the elements passes outside the line. The element that reaches the end of the line first wins, and if that
happens, the called function will be executed. Delay - the time during which the method waits for method calls Assembly A task to
build your level. Thus, for each level we prepare our own set of properties (variables, methods, events, etc.). Each level keeps its own
log, which records which elements it has collected and which not. Changes The entire set of data required to create an object. It is
always unique, the "order" of its elements is always the same and placed in storage. Copies Stored in vaults with unique copy numbers
for each instance. Examples In the standard library, 3d modeling is supported by several types of objects. The most common are
primitive objects such as Rice. 11.1. The dependence of the properties of objects on their location in space. rice. 11.1 Object
property dependencies: nÃ—xO x Æ’
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